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Abstract
To evaluate the rib fracture detection performance in computed tomography (CT) images using a software based on a deep
convolutional neural network (DCNN) and compare it with the rib fracture diagnostic performance of doctors.
We included CT images from 39 patients with thoracic injuries who underwent CT scans. In these images, 256 rib fractures were

detected by two radiologists. This result was defined as the gold standard. The performances of rib fracture detection by the software
and two interns were compared via the McNemar test and the jackknife alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic
(JAFROC) analysis.
The sensitivity of theDCNNsoftwarewas significantly higher than those of both Intern A (0.645 vs 0.313;P< .001) and InternB (0.645

vs 0.258; P< .001). Based on the JAFROC analysis, the differences in the figure-of-merits between the results obtained via the DCNN
software and thoseby InternsAandBwere0.057 (95%confidence interval:�0.081, 0.195) and0.071 (�0.082, 0.224), respectively.As
the non-inferiority margin was set to�0.10, the DCNN software is non-inferior to the rib fracture detection performed by both interns.
In the detection of rib fractures, detection by the DCNN software could be an alternative to the interpretation performed by doctors

who do not have intensive training experience in image interpretation.

Abbreviations: CT = computed tomography, DCNN = deep convolutional neural network, FOM = figure-of-merit, FROC = free-
response receiver operating characteristics, JAFROC = Jackknife alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic, SSD =
single shot multibox detector.

Keywords: computed tomography, deep convolutional neural network, deep learning, external validation study, jackknife
alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic analysis, rib fracture
1. Introduction

Rib fracture detection is an important task when interpreting the
computed tomography (CT) images of patients with thoracic
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injuries. One of the reasons for this is that the presence of rib
fractures could indicate large vessel injuries that lead to relatively
high mortality rates.[1] Therefore, patients with such fractures
require further medical investigation and detailed follow-up
procedures.[2]

However, in recent years, the number of whole-body CT scans
for trauma patients has rapidly increased.[3] Although the
development of thin-slice CT images has improved the sensitivity
of fracture detection, it has also increased the human effort
required for CT image interpretation. It is difficult to prevent
oversights during CT image interpretation considering the
increasing number of CT images that radiologists have to
interpret per day.[4] Previous results on the sensitivity of rib
fracture detection using multi-planar reconstructions of CT
images with an evaluation time of 30s were found to be 77.5%
even for experienced radiologists, and the sensitivity was even
lower for radiology residents and interns.[5]

In contrast, significant progress has recently been made in
clinical applications based on deep learning techniques for
medical image interpretation; these applications have been
useful for improving diagnostic accuracy and reducing human
effort.[6–9]

Deep learning techniques have already been successfully
applied to the detection of rib fractures.[10,11] However, to
replace detection performed by doctors with deep learning
techniques, researchers must verify statistically whether the
detection performance of deep learning techniques is as good as
or better than detection performed by doctors. This external
validation has been lacking in previous studies.
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Therefore, in this study, we evaluated the performance of rib
fracture detection in CT images using a deep convolutional neural
network (DCNN) and compared its diagnostic performance with
those of doctors.
2. Materials and methods

Our institutional review board approved this retrospective study;
accordingly, the requirement for informed consent from patients
who were included in the study was waived.
Figure 1. Flowchart for the patient selection procedure used in this study.
CT=computed tomography.

Table 1

Characteristics of included patients.
Number of Patients
All patients 39
2.1. Training dataset

We used a software (InferRead CT Bone: https://global.
infervision.com/product/5/, Infervision, Beijing, China) based
on a DCNN for the detection of rib fractures in CT images, which
is commercially available. Chest CT images of 3644 examina-
tions were used to train and validate the network of the DCNN
software. The images were obtained from 19 hospitals in China
between January 2014 and April 2019. These images were
collected retrospectively. The locations of rib fractures in each
case were interpreted by a minimum of three radiologists. Of
these image datasets, 85% were randomly assigned to a training
dataset, and the remaining to a validation dataset. The slice
thickness of the input data is discussed in Supplemental Digital
Content 1, http://links.lww.com/MD2/A166; further, informa-
tion regarding the reconstruction kernels and the manufacturers
of the CT scanner employed to obtain the images to train the
network is described in Supplemental Digital Content 2, http://
links.lww.com/MD2/A167.

2.2. Deep learning methods

In the developed detection software, an object detection
algorithm called single shot multibox detector (SSD) was used.[12]

Detection and classification of object candidate regions can be
learned and performed simultaneously using this algorithm. In
particular, this software relies on an algorithm based on
DenseNet combined with SSD.[13] Because the original SSD only
accepts one image as input data, a modified SSD, multichannel
2.5D convolutional neural network, was implemented. The
modified SSD enabled inputting multiple images, including upper
and lower slice images simultaneously.

2.3. Patient selection

We searched our CT database to identify patients who underwent
CT scans using the revolution CT (GE Healthcare, Waukesha,
WI) system for thoracic injuries between November 2018 and
July 2019; our search revealed 47 such consecutive patients. The
following exclusion criteria were applied for these patients:
Male patients 28
(i)
 Younger than 20years of age (5 out of 47 cases) and

Female patients 11

Age (yr)

(ii)
All patients 58±21 (20–91)
∗

Male patients 59±20 (20–84)
∗

Female patients 53±23 (22–91)
∗

With or without contrast agent
Without contrast agent 6
With intravenous contrast agent 33
Iohexol 600mg Iodine/kg 19
Iopamidol 600mg Iodine/kg 14

∗
Data are represented as the means ± standard deviations, with ranges in parentheses.
Postmortem imaging (3 out of 47 cases).

Consequently, 8 patients were excluded, while the remaining
39 patients were included in our study. The flowchart for the
patient selection procedure is shown in Figure 1, while the
characteristics of the selected patients are listed in Table 1.

2.4. CT scanning and image reconstruction

The scanning parameters were as follows: beam collation, 80
mm; detector collection, 0.625mm; detector pitch, 1.53; gantry
2

rotation period, 0.28s; scan field of view, 50�50cm; tube
voltage, 120 kilovoltage peak; tube current, automatically
adjusted using automated exposure control software.
We generated the gapless axial images (slice thickness, 0.625

mm; reconstruction kernel, BONE) for each case with the filtered
back-projection reconstruction.
2.5. Gold standard

Two radiologists, namely Radiologist A and Radiologist B with
26 and 6years of image interpretation experience, respectively,
independently interpreted the CT images to detect rib fractures; in
addition, they did not refer to the corresponding medical records
before interpretation. Subsequently, the locations of rib fractures
were defined after discussion between the two radiologists. These
identified locations were used as the gold standard in our study.
2.6. CT image interpretation and scoring

We evaluated the CT images using the DCNN software. A
screenshot of the user interface of the software is shown
in Figure 2. This software automatically detected every point in
the input images that could be a rib fracture. It also generated a
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Figure 2. A screenshot of the user interface of the DCNN software displaying the list of suspected lesions on the right side of the screen. The square region of
interest indicates where the fracture is presumed to be. DCNN=deep convolutional neural network.
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confidence score for each of the detected points as continuous
values in a range from 0% to 100%.
Subsequently, two interns (Intern A and Intern B, both with 1

year and a half of clinical experience after completing medical
school, but without intensive training experience in image
interpretation) independently interpreted the CT images. Two
readers noted the confidence score for all points that he/she
recognized as fractures on a scale of 1% to 100%. Here, the
confidence score is a numerical value that indicates how certain
he/she is of the decision. The interns did not refer to the
corresponding medical records or the interpretation result of the
two radiologists before their evaluation. While no time limit was
set for interpretation, the interns were asked to interpret the
images in the time they generally take during daily clinical
practice.
True–false judgments were made for the detection results

obtained using the DCNN software and those by the interns,
based on the defined gold standard for each detection point.
The cause of each false positive in the detection by the DCNN

software was also analyzed.
2.7. Statistical analyses

We used a statistical software R version 3.6.3 (https://www.r-
project.org/, The R Foundation, Vienna, Austria) for statistical
analyses. We calculated the sensitivity and positive predictive
values of rib fracture detection by the software and the two
3

interns; for all the three sets of results (i.e., obtained by the
software and by both interns), a threshold was set such that the
resulting F1 score was maximum. In particular, the F1 score is the
harmonic mean of precision (i.e., sensitivity) and recall (i.e.,
positive predictive value); this score helps assess the accuracy of
detection. The F1 score is defined as follows:

F1 score ¼ 2 � precision � recall
precisionþ recall

Furthermore, we conducted a jackknife alternative free-
response receiver operating characteristic (JAFROC) analysis
using RJafroc version 1.3.1 (https://CRAN.R-project.org/pack
age=RJafroc, Chakraborty DP, University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
burgh, PA) and calculated the Figure-Of-Merits (FOMs) of the
DCNN software and of the two interns.[14,15] The aim of the
JAFROC analysis was to evaluate and compare the performance
of the DCNN software and 2 interns quantitatively. We
compared these FOMs based on the modeling assumption of
fixed-reader random-case using the Dorfman–Berbaum–Metz–
Hillis method.[16,17] Forest plots were used to represent the
difference between each FOM with two-sided confidence
intervals of 95%. A non-inferiority margin of �0.10 was
determined before the initiation of the study.[18] To satisfy the
non-inferiority condition, the lower 95% confidence interval for
the difference in FOMs must be greater than �0.10. We
performed an analysis of variance using F-statics and obtained a
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Table 2

Sensitivities and positive predictive values for rib fracture
detection in chest computed tomography images by 2 radiologists.

Sensitivity (95% CI) Positive Predictive Value (95% CI)

Radiologist A 224/256 224/233
0.875 (0.834–0.916) 0.961 (0.935–0.988)

Radiologist B 215/256 215/227
0.840 (0.795–0.885) 0.947 (0.916–0.978)

CI= confidence interval.
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P value. We applied the Bonferroni correction for multi-group
comparisons and a P value of less than .05 / (number of
comparisons) was considered to be significant.
A receiver operating characteristics analysis is widely used to

evaluate the performance of machine learningmodels; however, a
disadvantage of this analysis is that it can be applied to only one
signal (lesion) from one sample. In contrast, the free-response
receiver operating characteristic (FROC) analysis method used in
this study considers the coordinates and probability of each
lesion. Thus, FROC analysis is suitable for cases where one
sample contains multiple signals (lesions).[19–21]
3. Result

3.1. Gold standard for rib fracture detection

According to their independent interpretations of chest CT
images of 39 patients, Radiologist A detected 224 fractures,
whereas Radiologist B detected 215 fractures. Subsequently, after
consultation with each other, the two radiologists defined 256
lesions in the chest CT images as rib fractures. We considered this
result as the gold standard for our performance evaluation.
Sensitivity and positive predictive values of each radiologist based
on the gold standard are listed in Table 2.
3.2. Sensitivity and positive predictive value

The sensitivities, positive predictive values, and highest F1 scores
for the three results (obtained via the software, by Intern A, and
by Intern B) are listed in Table 3. The thresholds of the confidence
score for the highest F1 scores were 26%, 20%, and 53% for the
software, Intern A, and Intern B, respectively. The sensitivities of
the results made by the software and the two interns as well as the
P-values between the software and each intern are shown as a
forest plot in Figure 3. Based on these results, the software
showed significantly higher sensitivity for rib fracture detection
Table 3

Sensitivities, positive predictive values, and highest F1 scores for rib
DCNN software and by two interns.

Sensitivity (95

The DCNN software (confidence score from 26% to 100%) 165/256
0.645 (0.586–

Intern A (confidence score from 20% to 100%) 80/256
0.313 (0.256–

Intern B (confidence score from 53% to 100%) 66/256
0.258 (0.204–

A threshold of confidence score is set such that the resulting F1 score is maximum.
CI= confidence interval, DCNN=deep convolutional neural network.
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than both Intern A (0.645 vs 0.313; P< .001) and Intern B (0.645
vs 0.258; P< .001). However, the sensitivity of the software
(0.645) was lower than those of both Radiologist A (0.875) and
Radiologist B (0.840).

3.3. JAFROC analysis

The FOMs obtained based on JAFROC analysis are listed
in Table 4. The FOMs for the detection results obtained via the
DCNN software, by Intern A, and by Intern B are in a descending
order. The differences between the FOMs were estimated using
two-sided confidence intervals of 95%; these differences are
depicted in Figure 4 as a forest plot. The DCNN software was
non-inferior to the rib fracture detection performed by both
interns. P values between two FOMs are also shown in Figure 4.
Because we performed the test two times, the P value was
corrected via the Bonferroni correction; a P value of .025 or less
was considered to be statistically significant. There was no
significant difference between the performance obtained via the
DCNN software and that by each intern.

3.4. Cause of false positive

The causes of false positive results among the rib fractures
detected by the DCNN software are as follows: contrast
enhancement of intercostal artery, 5/43: costotransverse joint,
3/43; bone island, 2/43; costovertebral joint, 1/43; lung nodule, 1/
43; unknown reason, 31/43.
4. Discussion

We designed an external validation study to evaluate the
performance of the DCNN-based software for the detection of
rib fractures in chest CT images. The performance of the software
was then compared with those of actual doctors.
In general, for deep learning techniques, the greater is the

amount of learning data, the higher the recognition accuracy
tends to be. In particular, training with a small amount of data is a
major cause of overfitting and does not lead to suitable
generalization of performance (i.e., performance against un-
known data).[22] According to the previous studies on fracture
detection in other parts (vertebral and calcaneus fracture), CT
images of 1000 to 2000 examinations were used to train and
validate the network, and these studies reported good results.[23–
25] In light of this, a considerable amount of training data was
used to train and validate the DCNN software used in this study,
which seems to be sufficient considering the amount of training
data used in previous studies.
fracture detection in chest computed tomography images via the

% CI) Positive Predictive Value (95% CI) F1 Score

165/208 0.711
0.703) 0.793 (0.738–0.848)

80/94 0.457
0.369) 0.851 (0.778–0.924)

66/89 0.383
0.311) 0.742 (0.651–0.832)



Figure 3. Sensitivities of the DCNN software and those of two interns (Intern A and Intern B), and P value between the software and each of the two interns. Forest
plot showing the sensitivities of the DCNN software and those of two interns (Intern A and Intern B) with 95% confidence intervals for rib fracture detection. The P
values between the sensitivities of the DCNN software and each of the two interns are also shown. The sensitivity of the software was significantly better than those
of both Intern A (P< .001) and Intern B (P< .001). DCNN=deep convolutional neural network.

Table 4

Figure-of-merits for the DCNN software and the two interns.

The DCNN software Intern A Intern B

Figure-Of-Merit (95%CI) 0.571 (0.454–0.689) 0.514 (0.415–0.614) 0.500 (0.393–0.607)

CI= confidence interval, DCNN=deep convolutional neural network.
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The sensitivity of the DCNN software for rib fracture detection
was 0.645, which was less than those of Radiologist A (0.875)
and Radiologist B (0.840). Based on these results, it would now
be difficult to replace diagnostic imaging specialists with the
DCNN software.
Figure 4. Estimated differences in Figure-Of-Merits between the software and ea
jackknife alternative free-response receiver operating characteristic Figure-Of-Meri
and Intern B) for rib fracture detection. Since the non-inferiority margin was set to�0
both interns. The P-values between the performance of the software and each inte
DCNN=deep convolutional neural network.

5

In contrast, the sensitivity of the DCNN software for rib
fracture detection was significantly better than those of both
interns; in addition, the FOM of the software indicated non-
inferiority to detection by both interns in terms of 2-sided 95%
confidence intervals. We consider the performance of the interns
ch intern (Intern A and Intern B). Forest plot showing estimated differences in
ts between the observer performance of the software and each intern (Intern A
.10, the DCNN software is non-inferior to the rib fracture detection performed by
rn are also shown. There was no significant difference between the two groups.
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in this study for rib fracture detection to be reasonable. The mean
sensitivity and positive predictive value of rib fracture detection
for the 2 interns in this study were 28.9% and 79.4%,
respectively. However, according to a previous study, the
sensitivity and positive predictive value of rib fracture detection
by interns using multi-planar reconstruction images (slice
thickness: 0.75mm) were 29.4% and 82.5%, respectively.[5]

Thus, the performance of the interns obtained in this study match
those reported in the above study. Based on the performances of
the DCNN software and the interns obtained in this study and
the validity of the performances of the interns, the detection
performance of the DCNN software for rib fractures is expected
to be equal to or exceed that of doctors who are not specialized in
image interpretation. In general, the diagnosis and treatment of
trauma patients are time sensitive. Thus, doctors who are not
specialized in image interpretation often have to diagnose rib
fractures using medical images when imaging specialists are
absent; in such clinical settings, the DCNN detection software
could prove useful.
The limitations of this study are as follows. First, in this study,

images obtained using only one type of CT scanner were
evaluated. The differences in images obtained using different
types of CT scanners may affect the detection result. However,
because images of various types of CT scanners were used in
training and validation datasets, this effect is expected to be
small. Second, minor rib fractures are sometimes identified at a
later stage in diagnosis. Thus, such minor fractures might have
been missed because the gold standard was defined only using
the initial CT images in this study. However, many of these
minor fractures might not be fatal and need no therapeutic
intervention.
In conclusion, this study demonstrated that a software based

on a DCNN had higher sensitivity and non-inferior FOM than
interns for rib fracture detection; hence, such deep learning-based
software might be useful in clinical practice, particularly when
imaging specialists are unavailable.
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